Past decade has seen the development of many shared-memory graph processing frameworks, intended to reduce the effort of developing high performance parallel applications. However many of these frameworks, based on Vertex-centric or Edge-centric paradigms suffer from several issues, such as poor cache utilization, irregular memory accesses, heavy use of synchronization primitives and theoretical inefficiency, that deteriorate overall performance and scalability.
on multicore platforms [40, 46, 37, 39, 52, 20] . However, multi-threaded graph algorithms may incur race conditions and hence, require expensive synchronization (atomics or locks) primitives that can significantly decrease performance and scalability. Furthermore, graph computations are characterized by large communication volume and irregular access patterns that make it challenging to efficiently utilize the resources even on a single machine [29] .
Recent advances in hardware technologies offer potentially new avenues to accelerate graph analytics, in particular, new memory technologies, such as Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) and scratchpad caches. However, many graph analytics frameworks are based on the conventional push-pull Vertexcentric processing paradigm [40, 52, 20, 6] , which allows every thread to access and update data of arbitrary vertices in the graph. Without significant pre-processing, this leads to unpredictable and fine-grained random memory accesses, thereby decreasing the utility of the wide memory buses and deterministic caching features offered by these new architectures. Some frameworks and application specific programs [39, 55, 54, 26] have adopted optimized edge-centric programming models that improve access locality and reduce synchronization overhead. However, these programming models require touching all or a large fraction of edges of the graph in each iteration, and are not work optimal for algorithms with dynamic active vertex sets, such as bfs, seeded random walk etc. A work inefficient implementation can significantly underperform an efficient serial algorithm if the useful work done per iteration is very small.
In this paper, we discuss GPOP: A Graph Processing Over Partitions framework, that enhances cache-efficiency and memory performance by executing graph algorithms at a granularity of cacheable vertex subsets called partitions. The execution sequence in GPOP consists of steps of message exchange (scatter) between partitions, and message processing (gather) to compute new vertex values. GPOP also utilizes a hierarchical active list structure to ensure that work done in each iteration is proportional to the number of active edges, and a novel dual communication mode technique that enables completely sequential memory accesses while scattering messages from high workload partitions. Thus, GPOP extracts maximum performance from the memory hierarchy while guaranteeing theoretically efficient implementations. Note that GPOP uses a lightweight index-based partitioning and does not rely on any sophisticated (and often time consuming) partitioning or vertex reordering schemes to enhance locality.
GPOP provides exclusive ownership of a partition to one thread to avoid unnecessary synchronization and achieve good scalability. We further utilize this property of GPOP along with the shared-memory model of multicore systems, to enable interleaving of Scatter and Gather phases. This leads to asynchronous update propagation within each iteration and faster convergence for several algorithms. The private ownership also allows development of an easy to program set of APIs, that completely abstract away the underlying parallelism from the user and ensure correctness of the parallel implementation without requiring the user to lock or atomically update the vertex data. This is in stark contrast with many popular frameworks [40, 52, 20] where the burden of ensuring correctness of a parallel program is left to the user. GPOP also facilitates flexible manipulation and selective continuity of the active vertex set across iterations, which is not possible with existing frameworks.
The major contributions of our work are as follows:
1. We propose the Graph Processing Over Partitions (GPOP) framework with novel optimizations that (a) improves cache performance and achieves high DRAM bandwidth, (b) minimizes synchronization and promotes fast convergence, and, (c) ensures work efficiency of a given algorithm.
2. GPOP provides an easy to program set of APIs allowing selective continuity in frontiers across iterations. This functionality is essential for many algorithms such as Nibble, Heat Kernel PageRank [41] etc., but is not supported intrinsically by the current frameworks.
3. GPOP ensures parallel correctness without the use of synchronization primitives, and demonstrates good scalability.
4. We evaluate the performance of GPOP by executing a variety of graph algorithms on large real-world and synthetic datasets. We show that GPOP incurs significantly less cache misses and execution time compared to baselines -Ligra, GraphMat and Galois.
Graph Processing Challenges
Typically, graph applications execute iteratively, with a frontier of active vertices in each iteration, until a halting criteria is met. The performance of a graph analytics framework depends on the cache efficiency, DRAM communication, use of synchronization primitives and theoretical efficiency of its underlying programming model. We say that a parallel implementation is theoretically efficient if the amount of work done in an iteration is proportional to the number of outgoing edges from active vertices i.e active edges (for single iteration execution and some applications, such as BFS, this is equivalent to being work-efficient). Note that theoretical efficiency implies the work done is optimal for the given algorithm, within constant factors. In this section, we illustrate several challenges faced by current frameworks, in regard with the aforementioned aspects. Vertex-centric (VC) programming is one of the most popular approaches used in graph processing [30] . Shared-memory frameworks [40, 52, 20] typically execute an iteration using either of the following: (ref. Algorithm 1) • Push VC -where the set V a of active vertices (frontier ) is divided amongst worker threads who modify the attributes of their out-neighbors. In general, synchronization primitives such as atomics are required to ensure correctness of concurrent threaded access to common out-neighbors; this can limit the scalability of the program. While atomics can enable limited number of simple actions (compare and swap, fetch and add), applications performing a complex set of operations may require more expensive locks on vertices.
• Pull VC -where threads traverse the in-edges of vertices and modify their private attributes, requiring no synchronization. However, since edges from active and inactive neighbors are interleaved, all edges to the vertices in the 1-hop neighborhood of current frontier need to be processed. Since finding unexplored neighbors is the only goal in BFS, bottom-up BFS (pull direction) instead probes the in-edges of all vertices not yet visited.
Most frameworks store the graph in a Compressed Sparse format (CSR or CSC) [42] which allows efficient sequential access to the edges of a given vertex. However, acquiring values of neighboring vertices requires fine-grained random accesses as neighbors are scattered. For large graphs, such accesses increase cache misses and DRAM traffic, becoming the bottleneck in graph processing. Figure 1 is an illustrative example. Here, > 75% of the total DRAM traffic in a PageRank iteration (in a hand-optimized code) is generated by the random vertex value accesses.
To improve locality of memory accesses, Edge-Centric (EC) programming and blocking techniques [39, 12, 55] are also used. In EC, vertex values are written on edges in a semi-sorted manner (analogous to bucket sort) to increase spatial locality and cache-line utilization. Blocking restricts the range of vertices accessed by each thread and thus, improves cache hit ratio. While such methods Algorithm 1 Vertex-centric push and pull methods
for v ∈ V a do in parallel 3:
for v ∈ V do in parallel 7: for all u ∈ N i (v) do 8: improve cache performance, they still incur coarse-grained random accesses limiting the bandwidth of CPU-DRAM communication. Recently, we proposed a Partition-Centric Programming Methodology (PCPM) [26] to avoid random DRAM accesses and sustain high bandwidth for PageRank computation. However, all of these approaches [12, 55, 39, 26] iterate over all vertices and edges in the graph, making them theoretically inefficient and extremely expensive for executing iterations with very few active vertices. The improved locality in these methods further comes at the cost of fully synchronous vertex value propagation that reduces the convergence rate for certain graph algorithms, such as single source shortest path computation.
Graph Processing Over Partitions
In this paper, we describe GPOP: a Graph processing framework that enhances cache and memory performance, while guaranteeing theoretically efficient execution of a variety of graph algorithms. GPOP generalizes the partition-centric paradigm developed in [26] which was restricted only to PageRank. Dividing the vertex set into cacheable disjoint parts, GPOP implements each iteration of an algorithm in 2 phases:
1. Inter-partition communication (Scatter ) → In this phase, the out edges of active vertices in a partition are streamed in and vertex data is communicated to other partitions in the form of messages ( fig. 2 ).
2. Intra-partition vertex data updates (Gather ) → In this phase, incoming messages of a partition are streamed in and the vertex data is updated as per a user-defined function. This phase also generates a list of vertices that become active and will communicate in the next iteration.
GPOP processes multiple partitions in parallel during both phases. For Scatter, each partition is provided a distinct memory space (called bin) to write its outgoing messages. During Gather, a thread exclusively processes all the messages destined to the partitions allocated to it. Thus, GPOP can communicate and compute vertex data without using synchronization primitives -locks or atomics. Each thread in GPOP processes one partition at a time. Within each partition (in either phase), vertex data is reused while edges and messages are only accessed once. GPOP ensures high temporal locality since a partition's vertex data is designed to fit in the private cache of a core. At the same time, GPOP enjoys high spatial locality of message reads and writes by storing them in consecutive locations in bins. All threads in GPOP synchronize at the end of each Scatter and Gather phase to ensure that all partitions have received and processed all incoming messages before they get overwritten in the next iteration. Algorithm 2 describes the execution flow for an iteration of a typical graph application in GPOP.
DRAM
GPOP chooses between two different scatter modes based on an analytical model that evaluates the tradeoff in work done per active edge versus maximizing main memory performance. In particular, GPOP achieves completely sequential DRAM accesses for scattering partitions with large number of active edges while slightly increasing the work. However, in all cases work done is always within a constant predetermined factor of the number of active edges, thus guaranteeing theoretical efficiency.
GPOP further employs an interleaved Scatter-Gather strategy that allows updates to propagate asynchronously within an iteration, leading to faster convergence in certain algorithms. The interleaving of Scatter and Gather phases becomes feasible because tasks in both phases are performed at the granularity of partitions with a single thread responsible for any given partition.
GPOP System Optimizations
GPOP decreases DRAM communication volume, improves cache-efficiency and spatial locality while ensuring theoretical efficiency of the underlying implementation through careful system optimizations, as detailed below.
Graph Partitioning:
GPOP uses a lightweight index scheme for partitioning vertices into k disjoint equisized sets 1 . Vertex set V p of partition p consists of all vertices with indices ∈ [p
denotes the set of (active) out-edges from V p . k is chosen to be the smallest number satisfying both the following performance metrics 1) Cache-efficiency: We make partitions cacheable -the data for q = V /k vertices should fit in the largest private cache (L2 cache in Xeon servers). 2) Load balance: Number of partitions should be sufficient to assist dynamic load balancing and avoid threads being idle for long periods of time. For this purpose, we set k ≥ 4t, where t is the number of threads. 
for all v ∈ V p a do reInit Frontier 6: for all v ∈ msg.id do 12:
13:
for all v ∈ V p a do filter Frontier 15: Source-centric (SC) mode: When the number of active edges are small, the thread reads and processes only active vertices in p (lines 2-4, Alg. 2). 1) (Aggregated) messages from a given active vertex are written (in order of destination partitions) into the corresponding bins before processing the next vertex. 2) Successive messages to any partition q from active vertices in p are written to contiguous addresses in bin [p] [q], labeled as insertion points of bins. The small number of partitions ensures that all insertion points used by a thread are likely to fit in the cache, thus enabling efficient data packing in the cache lines with increased spatial locality.
SC mode is optimal in terms of work done (≈ r p E p a messages in expectation), however, a thread will switch partitions (bins) being written into which can negatively impact the sustained memory bandwidth and overall performance. This motivates an alternate communication mode for GPOP. for all q ∈ P do 3:
The PC and SC modes trade off DRAM bandwidth efficiency for slight increase in work (redundant messages from inactive vertices). To achieve the best of both worlds, GPOP analytically evaluates the processing cost and chooses the lower cost mode individually for each partition in every iteration (Sec.3.2).
Finally, during Gather, the thread for partition q exclusively reads all messages from bin[:][q]. These reads generate completely sequential memory accesses (in both modes). All messages in bin [:] [q] update vertex data of partition q (which is cached) providing good temporal locality. Thus, GPOP enables atomic and lock-free communication and computation in both phases with improved cache performance. Many applications also require conditional reinitialization of active frontier in each iteration (parallel Nibble, Heat Kernel PageRank [41] etc.). GPOP intrinsically supports this functionality. After processing messages in either phase, user functions update (cached) data of active vertices and re-evaluate their active status (lines 5-7, 14-16 in alg. 2).
2-level Active List:
If Gather is unaware of the bins that are empty (not written into at all in the preceding Scatter phase), it will probe all the bins performing at least θ(k 2 ) work in the process. Theoretically, probing all partitions can make the implementation inefficient since k = θ(V ) (partition size is capped by cache size). Practically, even if k is small (in thousands for very large graphs), k 2 can be large (in millions). This can heavily deteriorate performance, especially when the useful work done per iteration could be very small, for instance, in the Nibble algorithm [45] .
We propose a hierarchical list data structure to avoid these performance inefficiencies. At the top level, we implement a global list, called gP artList, that enumerates all partitions (columns of bins) which have received at least one incoming message in the current iteration. At the second level, we implement a local list for each partition, called binP artList, that enumerates all the bins of a given partition which have received at least one incoming message. Thus, when a partition p sends a message to partition q during scatter phase, it inserts (1) the message into
During Gather, the gP artList serves as a queue of tasks to be executed in parallel. The thread allocated to partition q processes all bin[:][q] listed in binP artList [q] . Similarly, the Gather phase populates another list enumerating partitions with active vertices to be scattered in the next iteration, and creates a frontier V p a of active vertices in partition p.
Performance Modeling
Next we describe GPOP's analytical performance model for choosing the optimal communication mode for each partition. Let s i denote the size of a vertex index and s v = sizeof (val(v)) denote the size of a message data element (vertex value), respectively (both assumed 4B for the applications in this paper). Then the total communication volume generated by partition p in SC mode is given by:
The first term represents Scatter phase traffic for reading V p a offsets (CSR) and E p a edges. These generate messages containing an expected r p E p a data values and E p a destination IDs (second term) -which are exactly read by the succeeding Gather phase (factor of 2). Note that it is possible to exactly count messages in SC but we use r p as a faster approximation.
The PC mode reads r p E p edges and k offsets from the PNG layout and writes r p E p messages containing only vertex data. The Gather phase, however, reads both the vertex data and the destination IDs from these messages. Total DRAM communication for PC mode is given by:
Since graph algorithms are mostly memory-bound, we compute the execution time as a ratio of communication volume and bandwidth (BW SC or BW P C ). GPOP chooses PC mode for scattering a partition only if:
The ratio
is a user configurable parameter which is set to 2 by default. Note that although PC mode generates more messages, it is selected only if it does work within a constant factor of optimal . Also note that V p a (E p a ) for a partition can increase or decrease each iteration (depending on the algorithm). By carefully evaluating the communication mode individually for each partition in every iteration, GPOP generates work efficient implementations of graph algorithms that achieve high bandwidth for DRAM communication.
Interleaving Scatter and Gather phases
When scatter and gather phases are completely separated, any update to a vertex is made visible to its neighbors only in the next iteration. This can negatively affect the convergence rate for algorithms such as single source shortest path, connected components etc. To prevent such side effects of the two phased Scatter-Gather programming model, GPOP provides a unique Interleaved Scatter-Gather (ISG) feature that propagates vertex data updates asynchronously within each iteration, thereby increasing the rate of convergence and reducing overall executiong time of an algorithm.
When ISG is enabled, the Scatter phase proceeds as follows : When a thread is allocated a partition p to scatter, before generating the outgoing messages to its neighboring partitions, the thread first gathers all the incoming messages to p that have already been received from its inneighbors. These messages are then processed to update the vertices in p and a new frontier is generated as previously inactive vertices can be activated. Thus, while scattering, updated values of active vertices in p (instead of the stale values present at the end of the previous iteration) are packed into the messages.
This interleaving of gather operations within the Scatter phase is made possible by 1. Exclusive thread ownership of partition-level granularity tasks in GPOP -a single thread scatters all the active vertices in a partition p at a time. Therefore, it can also process the messages received by p just before scattering it, as both the tasks operate on the vertex data of the same partition which is loaded into the cache once. Thus, using ISG feature does not affect the cache efficiency of GPOP.
2. Shared-memory model of target Multicore platforms -ensures that messages written in a bin are immediately visible to the destination partition without requiring the threads to synchronize and explicitly send/receive data. Thus, within the same scatter phase, these messages can be accessed and processed. This is unlike certain distributed-memory models where processes need to synchronize (like threads at the end of Scatter phase) and explicitly exchange messages.
Note that such interleaving of gather operations is not possible in state-of-the-art blocking methods [5, 12, 3] , where incoming messages to a partition's vertices are aggregated together in the same bin, but threads in scatter phase work at vertex-level granularity and different threads may scatter vertices of the same partition at different times.
GPOP Programming Interface
We carefully assess the program structure in GPOP to construct the right set of APIs that (a) hide all the details of parallel programming model from the user and allow an application to be described algorithmically, (b) do not restrict the functionality of the framework and provide enough expressive power to implement a variety of applications.
In each iteration, the GPOP back-end calls four main user-defined functions that steer application development:
1. scatterFunc(node): Called for all (active) vertices during (SC) Scatter; should return an (algorithm-specific) value to propagate (write in bins) to neighbors of node (Eg. alg. 4).
initFunc(node):
Applied to all active vertices at the end of Scatter (Alg. 2: lines 5-7). It allows conditional continuation of a vertex in active frontier i.e. a vertex remains active for the next iteration if this function returns true. A specific example is parallel Nibble (alg. 4: lines 4-6), where, a vertex stays active if its degree-normalized PageRank is greater than a certain threshold -, irrespective of whether it gets updated or not during Gather. The programmer can also use initFunc() to update vertex data before Gather begins. In Alg. 4, for example, only half the P R of a vertex is retained as half is scattered amongst its out-neighbors.
To the best of our knowledge, existing frameworks put the onus of implementing such selective continuity in the frontier, on the programmer, thus increasing program complexity. In contrast, GPOP intrinsically provides such functionality that appreciably reduces programmer effort, both in terms of length and complexity of the code.
3. gatherFunc(val,node): For all messages read during Gather phase, this function is called with the data value and destination vertex of the message as input arguments. The user can accordingly update the vertex data without worrying about atomicity or locking. The vertex under consideration is marked active if the function returns true.
filterFunc(node):
This function applies to all active vertices in the preliminary frontier built after message processing and can be used to filter out (deactivate) some vertices. For example, in parallel Nibble, filterFunc() performs the threshold check on all active vertices. The semantics of this function are similar to initFunc. It can also be used to update the final aggregated vertex values computed by gatherFunc(). For instance, in PageRank (Alg. 6), we use this function to apply the damping factor to each vertex.
For the case of weighted graphs, the user can define how the weight should be applied to the source vertex' value, using the applyWeight() function.
Applications
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of GPOP on five key applications. Algorithms 4-7 illustrate the respective user codes in GPOP. Program initialization and iterative calls to ScatterGather execution are similar for all applications and therefore only shown for Alg. 4 (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Parallel Nibble (Alg. 4) -Computes the probability distribution of a seeded random walk. Nibble is often used for strongly local clustering [45, 41] , where it is mandatory for the parallel implementation to be work-optimal. 
Algorithm 4 Parallel Nibble implementation in GPOP
while (G.f rontierSize > 0 and M AX_IT ER) do 16: scatter_and_gather(&G, U F );
Breadth-First Search (BFS) (Alg. 5) -Used for rooted graph traversal or search (second kernel in Graph500 [36] ). Algorithm 5 finds the parent of every reachable node in the BFS tree rooted at a given vertex. PageRank (Alg. 6) -A node ranking algorithm; representative of the crucial SpMV multiplication kernel which is used in many scientific and engineering applications [2, 48, 38] . We implement the topological PageRank in which all vertices are always active. Hence, initFunc and filterFunc are simply used to reinitialize PageRank values and apply damping factor, respectively. 
return true;
Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) (Alg. 7) -Finds the shortest distance to all vertices in a weighted graph from a given source vertex (third kernel in Graph500). We use Bellman Ford to compute shortest path distances of reachable vertices from a given root vertex. SSSP uses an additional applyWeight() function to specify that the sum of edge weight (wt) and source node distance (val) should be propagated to the neighbors. Connected Components (CC) -We use Label Propagation to compute connected components. All vertices are initialized with their own IDs as the labels. Every active vertex scatters its label to its neighbors and selects the minimum of its current label and the values in incoming messages as its future label. If the label of a vertex changes, it becomes active in the next iteration. The program structure is similar to SSSP as minimum label in neighborhood is selected, except there are no edge weights. return (val + wt);
Evaluation

Experimental Setup
We conduct experiments on the following 2 machines The important properties of these machines are listed in table 1. Memory bandwidth is measured using STREAM benchmark [33] . Implementation Details: We compile GPOP using G++ 6.3.0 and parallelize it using OpenMP version 4.5. Partition size in GPOP is set to 256 KB, same as L2 cache size, which has been shown to be a good heuristic [26] . We enable the Interleaved Scatter-Gather (ISG) feature (section 3.3 for Connected Components and Single Source Shortest Path computation to accelerate convergence; remaining applications are run in a bulk-synchronous manner. For PageRank, we record our observations over 10 iterations of the algorithm and not until convergence. For the Nibble algorithm, we set the threshold to 10 −9 . Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the results depict performance using 36 threads on M 1 and 16 threads on M 2.
Datasets:
We use large real world and synthetic graph datasets to evaluate the performance of GPOP. Table 2 lists the real-world datasets used in the experiments. soclj, gplus, twitter and friend are social networks ; pld, sd1 and uk are hyperlink graphs extracted by web crawlers. The synthetic graphs used in this paper are generated by RMAT graph generator with default settings (scale-free graphs) and degree 16. All the social networks are small-world graphs with very low diameter (< 40); the hyperlink graphs have relatively much larger diameter (> 125 for uk ). As a result, most of the algorithms converge within few iterations on social networks compared to several hundred iterations on pld, sd1 and uk.
The uk graph is heavily pre-processed by Webgraph [9] and LLP [7] tools, and has very high locality due to optimized vertex ordering. In order to understand the effects of vertex ordering induced locality on performance of different frameworks, we also create a uk_rnd graph by randomly shuffling the vertex IDs in uk. We create weighted graphs for evaluating SSSP by imparting each edge, an integral weight in the range [1, log |V |]. This edge weight distribution has been used in several existing works [40, 17] . [24, 25] follower network (social network) 61.58 M 1468.36 M sd1 [35] Subdomain graph (hyperlink graph) 94.95 M 1937.49 M friend [24] Friendster (social network) 68.35 M 2568.14 M uk-2007 [8] UK Domain graph (hyperlink graph) 105.9 M 3738.7 M rmat<n> [13] synthetic graph 2 n M 16 * 2 n M
Results
Comparison with Baselines
We compare the performance of GPOP against 3 most popular state-of-the-art frameworks -Ligra [40] , GraphMat [46] and Galois [37] . For BFS, we also report the time for Ligra without direction optimization (Ligra_Push) for effective comparison. Galois provides different algorithms for shortest path computation -we report the time for both topological (similar to Bellman Ford) and deltastepping implementations. Similarly, for Galois Pagerank, we measure the execution time of both residual [50] and the topological versions (recommended pull-direction variants). GraphMat only supports graphs with < 2 31 edges and cannot process the friend and uk graphs. For the parallel Nibble algorithm, the GraphMat and Galois implementations are not available and we only compare against Ligra implementation given in [41] . Execution Time: Table 3 provides the runtime of the five graph applications discussed in section 5, implemented using GPOP and baseline frameworks. For all applications other than BFS, GPOP consistently outperforms the baselines for most datasets with relatively larger speedups for large small-world networks. GPOP provides the fastest PageRank implementation for all datasets except uk. Specifically, on large datasets twitter, sd1 and friend, it achieves up to 19×, 2.3× and 3.6× speedup over Ligra, Graphmat and the best performing variant in Galois, respectively. This is because the aggressive cache and memory bandwidth optimizations of GPOP become extremely crucial for performance as the graphs become larger. Further, in PageRank, all vertices are always active allowing GPOP to use the high performance PC mode throughout the course of the algorithm.
For BFS execution, Ligra is the fastest for most datasets. The direction optimizing BFS of Ligra drastically reduces the amount of work done. GPOP does not employ any direction optimization, however, its performance for large graphs sd1, friend and uk is still comparable to that of Ligra.
In case of single source shortest path, GPOP's performance exceeds the other frameworks. It is up to 2× faster than Galois even though Galois utilizes the more efficient (from algorithmic perspective) Delta stepping instead of the Bellman Ford of other frameworks. Compared to GraphMat and Ligra, GPOP is up to 6.5× and 5× faster, respectively. For Connected Components also, GPOP outperforms other frameworks with significantly large speedups for twitter, sd1 and friend. Note that even with ISG enabled, the GPOP typically takes more iterations to converge than Galois or Ligra, because of the larger task granularity. However, the memory access efficiency results in each iteration of GPOP being dramatically faster than the baselines.
In parallel Nibble, the algorithm explores very few vertices in local neighborhood of the seed node(s), enabling good locality in the compact hash tables used by Ligra. Due to the limited exploration, execution time of Parallel Nibble is not solely affected by the graph size as we see that it runs in few milliseconds for the large uk dataset. Since all threads are updating a small set of vertices, GPOP benefits by the atomic free updates. Furthermore, the Ligra implementation [41] uses hash-based sparse data structures and suffers from hash collisions. Instead, our implementation uses an array to store probabilities but still achieves theoretical efficiency by amortizing the array initialization costs across multiple runs of Nibble.
The uk dataset possesses an optimized vertex ordering that introduces high locality during neighborhood access. Ligra and Galois benefit heavily from this locality resulting in Galois being the best performing framework for uk. However, the pre-processing required to generate such a vertex ordering is extremely time consuming and is not always a pragmatic approach.
Benefits of Vertex Reordering can be seen by comparing the execution times for uk and uk_rnd. The random shuffling disturbs the optimized vertex IDs and reduces locality. In GPOP, using an optimized ordering can reduce the number of messages exchanged between partitions, as neighbors of a vertex are likely to be packed in very few partitions. Hence, we see a 3.2× difference in BFS performance for GPOP. As an example, the number of inter-partition edges in uk was 179 million as opposed to 3.4 billion for uk_rnd. In other real-world datasets, the number of interpartition edges were typically half of the total edges in the graph.
However, GPOP's programming model ensures cache efficiency even for uk_rnd. Therefore, the performance difference between uk and uk_rnd for Galois and Ligra is much higher than GPOP. We also observed that SSSP in Galois converged much faster (< 60 iterations) compared to GPOP (> 200 iterations) for both uk datasets, which can perhaps be attributed to its priority driven task scheduler.
Cache Performance: We report the L2 cache misses of GPOP and the baselines for the applications used in this paper. For Galois and Ligra, we use the best performing variants for respective applications as noted by their execution time performance.
Because of the aggressive cache optimizations (section 3), GPOP incurs dramatically lesser cache misses than Ligra, GraphMat and Galois for almost all datasets and applications. Even for BFS where Ligra performs much less work than GPOP due to direction optimization, cache misses for GPOP are significantly smaller than Ligra. The benefits of GPOP optimizations are most noticeable for large datasets in PageRank, where all frameworks execute 10 iterations with a large fraction of vertices (or all vertices for Ligra, GraphMat and GPOP) being active. Consequently, GPOP achieves up to 9×, 3.6× and 5.5× lesser cache misses than Ligra, GraphMat and Galois, respectively.
For certain applications on uk and uk_rand graphs, Galois converges much faster, thereby reducing the overall memory accesses and consequently, the cache misses as well. The same effect is also seen in Delta stepping based SSSP implementation of Galois, especially for graphs with relatively large diameter such as sd1. Cache misses for Parallel Nibble are much smaller as the algorithm only explores a small region around the seed node.
We also observe the impact of vertex ordering induced locality for various frameworks as the cache misses incurred for uk increase when the vertex IDs are randomly shuffled (uk_rnd ). For PageRank and Connected Components, all of the frameworks show a rapid increase in cache misses but relatively, GPOP remains less affected. We note that both PageRank and Connected Surprisingly, the impact of vertex ordering on BFS and SSSP implementations in Galois is significantly smaller than other applications.
Scalability
We evaluate the scalability of GPOP on the target applications using synthetic rmat graphs. To obtain insights into the performance of GPOP, we need to vary graph parameters, such as # vertices, average degree etc. in a controllable fashion, which motivates the use of synthetic graphs for this set of experiments.
Strong scaling ( figure 3 ): To analyze strong scaling behaviour of GPOP, we use synthetic graphs with size ranging from rmat22 |V | = 4M,|E| = 64M to rmat27 |V | = 128M,|E| = 2048M and record the execution time as the number of threads is varied. GPOP demonstrates very good scalability for BFS, APPR and SSSP, achieving up to 17.6×, 15× and 21.2× parallel speedup using 36 threads, respectively. Note that the speedup is higher for large datasets that perform more work per iteration reducing the relative overhead of parallelization and synchronization.
In case of PageRank, GPOP achieves up to 11.6× speedup with 36 threads and scales poorly after 16 threads. This is because PageRank always uses PC mode scatter and nearly saturates the bandwidth with ≈ 20 threads. Therefore, any further increase in number of threads with the same memory bandwidth does not improve overall performance. A similar effect is also seen in Connected Components execution where all vertices are active in the initial iteration and a large fraction of overall execution time is spent in the PC mode. Contrarily, we observe that BFS and SSSP spend relatively more time in SC mode whereas APPR executes entirely in SC mode. We also observe that performance scaling of GPOP improves as the graph size increases. This is because bigger graphs provide more workload per partition, especially when a large number of threads are used, thereby reducing the relative overheads of parallelization and synchronization. Weak scaling (figure 4): To observe the weak scaling behavior of GPOP, we vary the number of threads between 1 to 32 along with a proportional change in the size of the input graph being processed. For all of the applications, GPOP exhibits less than 4× increase in execution time for a 32× increase in the input graph size. For PageRank and Connected Components, we see a sharp increase in execution time when going from 16 to 32 threads, relative to their remarkable scaling from 1 to 16 threads. This can be attributed to the memory bandwidth bottleneck as explained previously.
The behavior of Parallel Nibble is more complex than the other applications. Initially, the time increases with the graph size due to an increase in the size of explored subgraph. However, it suddenly drops when going from rmat24 to rmat25. This is because the degree of our seed node increases with graph size, thereby diluting the contribution of the seed to the visiting probability of its neighbors. After a certain point, this contribution becomes too small and is able to activate only a few nodes for the future iterations. Consequently, frontier size and hence, the execution time decreases sharply. Execution Time vs Degree (figure 5): In order to understand the effects of average degree of the graph on GPOP's performance, we take the rmat26 (|V | = 64 million) dataset and vary its degree from 1 (|E| = 64 million) to 128 (|E| = 8 billion). Figure 5 clearly shows that the performance of GPOP scales very well with the density of rmat26. For BFS, SSSP and Connected Components, the execution time increases by less than 12× for a 128× increase in the average degree. We observed that as the graph became denser, GPOP execution tilted more towards the highly efficient PC mode, which explains the relatively small increase in execution time. This is because the increasing density results in an increase in active frontier size in initial iterations as more vertices are quickly reached. Further, the aggregation factor r P (section 3.1.2) of partitions increases with degree, making PC mode even more efficient. Contrarily, execution time of PageRank increases by 32× because PageRank always uses PC mode irrespective of the average degree.
Execution time of Parallel Nibble is not determined by the total number of edges in the graph but only by the local region around the seed node which gets activated. Further, as explained previously (analysis of weak scaling), execution time may decrease as the degree of seed node increases. Hence, we see that the Parallel Nibble execution time does not vary significantly for degree more than 16.
Impact of GPOP Optimizations:
In this subsection, we analyze the impact of the two main optimizations employed by GPOPdual-mode communication and Interleaved Scatter-Gather (ISG) operations. Recall that the ISG Figure 6 shows the relative execution time of GPOP with different optimizations. Clearly, both the optimizations contribute significantly to performance enhancement. Dual communication provides 2 × −3× speedup for PageRank and Connected Components, and 1.5 × −2× speedup for BFS and SSSP. The ISG feature enables faster convergence resulting in a further 3× and 1.5× approx. speedup for Connected Components and SSSP, respectively. Note that due to limited graph exploration in Parallel Nibble, the GPOP_DC is unable to utilize the Partition-centric communication and hence, does not provide any significant speedup over GPOP_SC.
Communication Mode Comparison:
To better understand the behavior of GPOP under different communication modes, we plot per iteration execution time for each of the three modes -GPOP_SC (Source-centric), GPOP_PC (Partition-centric) and GPOP_DC (dual mode). Note that for this set of experiments, ISG is enabled for SSSP and Connected Components so that we can observe the differences arising in GPOP's performance when only the scattering approach is varied. Figure 7 depicts the execution time of each iteration for BFS, Connected Components and SSSP (Bellman-Ford), for two large datasets -friendster and rmat27(|V | = 128 million, |E| = 2 billion). In BFS and SSSP, frontier is dense (lot of active vertices) in the middle iterations and very sparse in the initial and last few iterations. In Connected Components, all vertices are active initially and the frontier size decreases as algorithm proceeds.
Execution time of GPOP_PC stays constant for almost all but a few iterations. This is because in these iterations, the 2-level hierarchical list prevents scattering of partitions with no active vertices. Runtime of GPOP_SC varies drastically with frontier size and is larger than GPOP_PC for iterations with dense frontier. GPOP_DC achieves the best of both worlds by analytically predicting and choosing the mode with better performance. In almost all iterations, GPOP_DC executes faster than both GPOP_SC and GPOP_PC which empirically validates our analytical model (section 3.2). We do not show the per iteration time of Pagerank in figure 7 because PageRank is always executed using Partition-centric mode. Moreover, all vertices are active in every iteration and hence, the overall performance difference between GPOP_DC and GPOP_SC (figure 6) also reflects the per iteration performance. Figure 7 also excludes parallel Nibble as it activates very few vertices in every iteration. Consequently, the dual mode communication does not make any difference and GPOP_DC is essentially similar to GPOP_SC.
Related Work
Pregel [30] was one of the earliest (distributed-memory) graph processing frameworks that proposed the Vertex-centric (VC) programming model with the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) abstraction, inspired by the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model. Apache Giraph [14] extended this model with added features such as out-of-core computation. However, this model requires synchronizing and explicit message exchange between compute nodes, thus introducing scalability challenges. Some frameworks also support asynchronous execution on distributed-memory systems [19, 28] although it sacrifices the efficiency of bulk communication.
The need to reduce synchronization and communication motivated the development of subgraphcentric frameworks [47, 43, 51] . Such frameworks compute on the local subgraph owned by a machine for several iterations or until local convergence. This is followed by a synchronization step where local updates are sent to other machines and external updates are received, that again kickstart computation on the local subgraph. Contrarily, GPOP is designed for shared-memory systems where messages generated by a subgraph (partition) are immediately visible to other partitions, allowing the use of interleaved scatter and gather. The shared-memory model also allows simple dynamic task allocation in GPOP, where threads are assigned partitions during runtime and are not tied to specific partitions at the beginning, thereby reducing the drawbacks of synchronization. Hence, we only implement one level of intra-partition computation within the ISG feature (section 3.3).
Many shared memory graph analytic frameworks [40, 52, 20] also adopt the VC model with push or pull direction execution (algorithm 1). The direction optimizing BFS [4] performs a frontier dependent switch between the two directions. Ligra [40] is a framework that generalizes this idea to other graph algorithms. Galois [37] utilizes speculative parallelization along with a fine-grained work-stealing based load balancing. Its priority drive task scheduler is very powerful. Especially, for applications like SSSP on large diameter graphs, priority (distance) based exploration of vertices has been shown to significantly reduce the total work done per execution [16] . Galois was arguably the fastest baseline in our experiments (section 6). However, both Galois and Ligra require atomic instructions and are not cache and memory efficient due to low-locality fine-grained random memory accesses. Graph reordering [1, 49, 21, 9] can improve locality and reduce the synchronization overheads incurred by a scheduler in data graph computations [21] . However, these methods can be prohibitively expensive for large graphs [44] .
Several works [39, 46, 3, 54, 12] borrow the 2-phased GAS abstraction (also used by GPOP) and avoid use of synchronization primitives on shared-memory platforms. GraphMat [46] maps graph algorithms to efficient Sparse Matrix (SpM) kernels but its bit-vector representation of frontier requires O(V ) work in each iteration. X-Stream uses Edge-centric programming and performs O(E) traversal in each iteration. Modified EC or blocking techniques [54, 12] have also been utilized to improve locality and cache performance. The partitioning based PageRank [26] sequentializes memory accesses to enhance sustained bandwidth. However, these works [54, 12, 26] are only applicable to Sparse Matrix Dense Vector multiplication or PageRank computation, where all vertices are active. Very recently, the PartitionedVC framework [32] was proposed for efficient out of core graph processing. PartitionedVC loads only active vertex adjacencies from the SSD and supports asynchronous processing by updating vertex data before scheduling its adjacency list for processing.
The benefits of partitioning to improve locality have also been explored previously. However, novelty in the GPOP framework lies in its guaranteed cache performance without optimized partitioning and asynchronous computation by interleaving scatter-gather phases. The 2-phased SpMSpV algorithm of [3] partitions the rows of matrix and buckets the non-zero entries of SpV corresponding to each partition individually. It keeps a constant number of partitions to ensure work efficiency. However, for large graphs, the number of vertices in a partition can outgrow the cache capacity, resulting in high cache miss ratio. Unlike [3] , GPOP caps the partition size to ensure cacheability of vertices and still achieves work-efficiency using the 2-level Active List. Moreover, as explained in section 3.3, it is not possible to mix bucketing with the aggregation phase in [3] .
Another key difference between other shared-memory frameworks using GAS (with or without partitioning) [39, 46, 54, 12, 3] and GPOP is communication volume and memory efficiency. The former typically generate messages for neighboring vertices and propagate them in a Source-centric fashion. In contrast, GPOP aggregates messages to neighboring partitions and optimally switches between dual communication modes, thus reducing DRAM traffic while simultaneously increasing bandwidth.
The vertex ID memoization used in PC mode of GPOP has previously been employed by some distributed-memory frameworks as well [15, 44] . However, we note that shared-memory communication optimization objectives and techniques are quite distinct from distributed-memory. Perfor-mance in GPOP and [26] comes primarily from avoiding cache misses and achieving high DRAM bandwidth by enforcing a specific order of message writing (in PC mode), even if it costs additional explicit loads and stores. On the contrary, distributed-memory optimizations primarily target reduction of communication volume. All messages are locally aggregated and transmitted in bulk, and hence, message generation order is of little importance in distributed-memory frameworks.
Some frameworks trade off programmability and preprocessing overheads for performance. Polymer [52] is a NUMA-aware framework that reduces random accesses to remote nodes, generated by its underlying Ligra engine. However, in certain scenarios, NUMA-aware partitioning has been shown to worsen the performance for some algorithms such as BFS [31] . Grazelle [20] deploys NUMA optimizations along with vectorized loop processing to improve performance of pull direction VC. While we do not focus on these aspects in this paper, NUMA awareness can be instilled in GPOP because of the explicit communication and high access locality, and sequential accesses to bins can be vectorized. The programming interface of Polymer and Grazelle is also quite complex and requires hundreds of lines of code to be written for simple applications, such as BFS.
Domain Specific Languages (DSL) are another line of research in high performance graph analytics. Green-Marl [23] is a popular DSL that allows users to write graph algorithms intuitively and relies on its compiler to extract parallelism and performance. GraphIt [53] allows user to explore the trade off space of various optimizations (push vs pull, dense vs sparse frontier, NUMA partitioning etc). Perhaps, the optimizations imbibed in GPOP can also become a part of such languages in the future.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the GPOP framework for graph processing, which achieves high cache and memory performance while guaranteeing theoretical efficiency. It further utilizes the sharedmemory model of target multicore platforms to enable asynchronous update propagation and faster convergence.
We compared GPOP against Ligra, GraphMat and Galois for various graph algorithms on large datasets. GPOP incurred dramatically less L2 cache misses than the baselines, outperforming them in most of the cases. We found that DRAM bandwidth for sequential accesses is a limiting factor for GPOP's performance. Hence, execution can be further accelerated by using high bandwidth memory platforms, such as Hybrid Memory Cube. The deterministic caching capabilities of GPOP can also benefit future architectures with controllable caches or scratchpads.
